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Fundamental 
plasma 

investigation

LNS plasma team topics 
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Production

Plasmas	for	
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Radia4on	for	
Archaeometry	
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Extraction 
system  

“B_minimum” Magnetic Field 
structure 

Solenoids for 
Axial confinement  

Hexapole for 
radial confinement 

ECR Surface 
BECR= ωRFme/e 
 

 Incident microwaves 
 few kW at tens GHz  

 Gas injection 
system 

ECR Plasma 
ne~ 1012 cm-3 

Te~  tens keV 
τion~ ms 

The B-min configuration 
suitable for multiply charged ions production 

el. dens. 1012-1014 cm-3

el. temperature 0.01-10 
keV
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Confinement of highly charged 
ions in a magnetoplasma

209Bi
According to the plasma 
density, temperature and 
confinement time, a 
given charge state 
distribution can be 
mainteined in a 
dynamical equilibrium 
for hours or even days!!

1. Plasma can be obtained by (almost) any element, including rare isotopes
2. The Charge State Distribution can be modulated according to the plasma density 

and temperature
3. The decay-products can be tagged by γ-rays or by XRF on accumulation targets 

SECRAL source at IMP - Lanzhou, China
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Magnetoplasmas 
in laboratory

S-process
CosmoChronometers

Opacities for M
M

 

physics
Let’s trap beta-decaying radionuclides in 

magnetoplasma, thus studying if and how 
the lifetime is affected by the atomic charge 

state and by the “environment”

• 	Solar	nucleosynthesis	occurs	in-plasma	
• 	Primordial	nucleosyntesis	occurs	in-plasma	
• 	s-process	nucleosynthesis	occurs	in-plasma	
• 	Visible	to	X-ray	radia8on	is	generated	in-plasma	
• 	Magne8zed	plasma	in	stars	is	extremely	peculiar	

But	on	Earth	(or	underground	at	LNGS)	we	perform		
nuclear	reac8ons	and	decay	rate	measurements		

by	using	solid-gas-liquid	samples	

To be investigated 
7Be half-life has never been measured in-plasma 
(important for solar neutrino physics and 
Cosmological Lythium Puzzle) 
 
Decay from nuclear low-lying excited states; 
 
Bound-electron beta decay activation in ionized 
species; 

Plasmas	for	
Astrophysics,	
Nuclear		
Decays		
Observa4on	and	
Radia4on	for	
Archaeometry	

85Kr [T1/2 = 10.76 y, s-process, γ@514 keV] 

176Lu [T1/2 = 38 Gy, (CosmoChronometers) γ 
@ 202.88 & 307 keV] 

187Re [T1/2 = 50 Gy, (CosmoChronometers), 
no γ —> 187Os.] 

87Rb [T1/2 = 48 Gy, (CosmoChronometers), 
no γ —> 87Sr.] 

 7Be  [T1/2 = 53 d, (BBN, solar neutrino) γ 
@477.6 keV.]
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Experiments in S. R. and theory say β-decays 
lifetimes are modified by the atomic charge state  

EC-lifetime variation already 
observed in Storage Rings
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Competitive/Complementary approaches 

7Be lifetime variation 
at different charge 
states is one of the 
hot-topics for HIE-

ISOLDE storage ring



An exciting possibility: study of bound-β decay 
in a high-energy content plasma 

free β-decay bound β-decay

187Re can be multi-ionized 
and trapped in an ECR 

machine: the S.R. observed 
lifetime variation of 9 

orders of magnitude (!!)
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“Stars in Jar” —> The 
issue of astrophyiscal 

plasma opacities  

In-laboratory 
measurements in the 

MULTIMESSANGER era
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“Stars	in	the	Jar”	
	the	PANDORA	project	

	Plasmas	for	Astrophysics,	Nuclear	
Decays	Observation	and	Radiation	for	

Archaeometry	
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INFN-LNL
Beam-plasma studies

Fertile network of collaborations

INFN-LNS
Plasma studies 

INFN-LNS
Nucl. Exp. aspects

INFN-Pg
Theory

INFN-other section 
interested (Bo, Ts, Ge)

Collaborations



PANDORA’s challenges

Relevant Budget for the 
realization of the  

superconducting trap 

1. On-Line Measurements 
of n, T, CSD of the plasma

+
2.  Radioisotopes 

handling and injection 
into the plasma trap

Plasmas	for	Astrophysics,	
Nuclear	Decays	Observa4on	

and	Radia4on	for	
Archaeometry

PANDORA	feasibility	study
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READY for 
Multidiagnostics 

operations!! 



Non-intrusive plasma  
diagnostics methods

Measuring the plasma density in different energy 
regimes: density, temperature and plasma structure 
evaluation under different operative parameters

14
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Experimental setup for simultaneous 
measurement of density, temperature and CSD

ECR$

Bending$
magnet$

HpGe$detector$

SDD$detector$
or$CCD$camera$

Faraday$cup$

Plasma$chamber$

Three detectors were used for a broad characterization of the EEDF: 

HpGe for “hot electrons” E>30 keV 

SDD for “warm electrons” 2<E<30 keV 

CCD camera for imaging and 2D resolved spectroscopy 1<E<10kEV

kapton foil 8 um thick
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HpGe detector 

Experimental setups for 
SPACE and TIME-resolved 

characterization of 
magnetoplasmas in compact 

traps, including kinetic 
turbulences

[see also E. Naselli et al. poster presentation, this conf.]
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(1,6-12	eV)	 (10-120	eV)	 (0,12-12	keV)	 (10-100	keV)	

SDD	-	HpGe		
X-ray	detectors	
Spectroscopy	

Op3cal	plasma		
Observa3on	

Spectroscopy	1D/2D	
density-temp.	
measurement	

X-ray	Pinhole	Camera	
Imaging	&	2D-
Spectroscopy	

2D	energy	distribuCon	and	
(relaCve)	density	

IR	 Visible	&	UV	 EUV	 SoC-Xray	 Hard-Xray	RF	

(300	
GHz-430	
THz)	

(3	kHz-300	
GHz)	

Non-intrusive plasma diagnostics methods

!
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(1,6-12	eV)	 (10-120	eV)	 (0,12-12	keV)	 (10-100	keV)	

SDD	-	HpGe		
X-ray	detectors	
Spectroscopy	

Op3cal	plasma		
Observa3on	

Spectroscopy	1D/2D	
density-temp.	
measurement	

X-ray	Pinhole	Camera	
Imaging	&	2D-
Spectroscopy	

2D	energy	distribuCon	and	
(relaCve)	density	

IR	 Visible	&	UV	 EUV	 SoC-Xray	 Hard-Xray	RF	

(300	
GHz-430	
THz)	

(3	kHz-300	
GHz)	

Non-intrusive plasma diagnostics methods

U. Fantz, Plasma Sources Sci. Technol. 15, p. S137 (2006).
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Next step Polarimetry (Faraday rotation detection) 
 

Setup Block Diagram  

Faraday rotation measurements  

The polarimetric system has been 
designed jointly with SICIL-Sat s.r.l. 

(satellite communications)



Faraday rotation measurements  
Fitting procedure 

 

Empty Plasma 
Chamber

Experimental data have been fitted with 
statistical consistence by a λ2 law, in agreement 
with Faraday rotation dependence on the 
probing wave-length

θ =
q

e

3

8π 2c3me
2ε0

Bd neλ
2

Magnetic field
plasma density

wavelength

 E. Naselli et al., The first measurement of plasma density by means of an interfero-polarimetric setup 

in a compact ECR-plasma trap SIF 2018, Otal talk Wednsday moring 

Estimated plasma density: 
ne=2.93±0.8·1018 m-3   

Plasma filled 
Chamber
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Multidiagnostics including OES for 
studying cold electrons 

recently presented at ICIS17-Geneva

In collaboration with Max Plank Institute – Institute of Plasma Physics (Germany)

Data seem to say temperature and abundances of warm/
hot electrons depend mostly from axial gradients
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11	

(1,6-12	eV)	 (10-120	eV)	 (0,12-12	keV)	 (10-100	keV)	

SDD	-	HpGe		
X-ray	detectors	
Spectroscopy	

Op3cal	plasma		
Observa3on	

Spectroscopy	1D/2D	
density-temp.	
measurement	

X-ray	Pinhole	Camera	
Imaging	&	2D-
Spectroscopy	

2D	energy	distribuBon	and	
(relaBve)	density	

IR	 Visible	&	UV	 EUV	 SoC-Xray	 Hard-Xray	RF	

(300	
GHz-430	
THz)	

(3	kHz-300	
GHz)	

oxygen	

argon	

Non-intrusive plasma diagnostics methods

Plasma at optical 
inspection X-ray imaging
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ECR$

Bending$
magnet$

HpGe$detector$

SDD$detector$
or$CCD$camera$

Faraday$cup$

Plasma$chamber$

CCD camera Set-up
Object (plasma) 

Pinhole Image 

CCD pin-hole

ECRIS
Pin$hole)holder)

Aluminum)Window)
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Plasma inspection after energy filtering

E<1.5 keV 1.5<E<2.5 keV 2.5<E<3.5 keV - Ar ions

3.5<E<6.5 keV E>6.5 keV Whole plasma

Plasma at 
optical 

inspection

X-ray imaging

24
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Advanced design of the plasma chamber walls 
oriented to spatially-resolved X-ray spectroscopy

Measurements in 2014 show that fluorescence 
lines can be used to get info about where the 
electrons collide on the chamber walls! 

Lateral wall of the 
plasma chamber 

X-ray image from 2014 experiment 

Ar plasma Al plasma electrode 

Already in 2014 PhC X-ray 
space resolved-spectroscopy was performed 

D. Mascali et al., Review of Scientific Instruments 87, 02A510 (2016)  

Now, in order to have well separated 
component of the emitted X-ray: 
à special design of plasma chamber 
for studying confinement dynamics 
(plasma vs. losses X-radiation emission)  

R. Racz et al. Plasma Sources Science and Technology, Vol. 26, No. 7 

Ar-plasma 
Kα @ 2.96 keV 
 

Inj. endplate 

Al -Kα @ 1.51 keV 
 

Ta - Lα @ 8.1 keV 

Ti 
Kα @ 4.51 keV 

Ext. endplate 
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Decoupling of n vs E will possible only after the spectral analysis 
(already acquired but not yet elaborated) 

High-spatial resolution, time integrated images with an exposure time of 50 sec 
 
à Counts estimated in each ROI rely to n·E, i.e. including both photon flux and 
energy content 

Plasma 

Magnetic 
Branches 

Pole X-rays coming from magnetic 
branches consist of mostly 
fluorescence from Ti 
 
X-rays coming from plasma are 
mostly due to ionized Kα Argon lines  
 
X-rays coming from poles are 
mostly due to radial losses 
impinging on the Ta liner 

Flux in Branches+Poles=LOSSES 
Flux in red rectangles: PLASMA 

Advanced design of the plasma chamber walls 
oriented to spatially-resolved X-ray spectroscopy
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HpGe detector 

Experimental setup for time-
resolved characterization of a 

turbulent plasma

Experimental setup for 
SPACE and TIME-resolved 

characterization of a turbulent 
plasma
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Probing turbulent plasma regimes 
(CYCLOTRON MASER INST.) in a Time-

Resolved way 

Radio-Bursts	

axial	X-rays	 radial	X-rays	

RFL	power	on	diode	
radial	RF	probe	

295	W,	X-ray	
emission	ON	



7 GHz
Bmin/Becr=0.8
RF power= 250 W

4 GHz
Bmin/Becr=0.95
RF power= 250 W

axially emitted X-ray bursts radially emitted X-ray bursts

axially emitted X-ray bursts radially emitted X-ray bursts

Sequence of RF bursts

INSTABILITY ONSET DEPENDS FROM THE AXIAL 
TRAP’S SCALE-LENGTH ONLY!! (L parameter)

2 ms

20 ms
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Test%par)cles%
evolu)on%and%
steady%state%
determina)on%

of%f(x,v)%

Calcula)on%of%
Maxwell%
equa)ons%
with%f(x,v)%

Evolu)on%of%
par)cles%with%
self?consistent%

field%

Determina)on%
of%the%new%

f(x,v)%

Self?
consistency%

(convergence)%
test%

Solving the time-dependent Vlasov 
equation, including single particle collisions 

Step-by-step plasma 
density 

Step-by-step current 

Collisions by Langevin method 
[jointly A.Galatà LNL]

Comparison with self-consistent simulations
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STEP	1	
STEP	2	

STEP	3	 STEP	4	

Electron	Density	on	xz	plane	(y=0)	

STEP	1	 STEP2	 STEP	3	 STEP	4	
Electron	Density	on	xy	plane	(z=0)	

Road	Towards	Self	Consistency…		
exit	from	the	loop	
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X-ray	imaging	and	3D	plasma	modelling	
	

E<2.5 keV-cold electrons 2.5<E<3.5 keV Ar K-lines E>6.5 keV - Hot electrons

electrons impinging on the plasma 
chamber walls

X-ray fluorescence from Ar ions 
in the plasma

cold electrons impinging on the 
plasma chamber endplate

magn. pole magn. pole

3D	self-consistent	simulations	very	
well	reproduce	energy	content	
distribution	of	the	plasma,	which	in	
turn	fits	with	experimental	detected	
displacement	of	Argon	ions	

Simulations	

Simulations	
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Injection of rare isotopes in the 
magnetoplasma

Short lifetime 
(e.g. 7Be, 13N, 15O)

Charge Breeding
(in-flight-in-plasma capture)

Long lifetime 
(e.g. 187Re, 176Lu, 85Kr)

Classical evaporation systems
(resistive/inductive ovens)
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E1+=1*V keV 

PLASMA	1+	ions	

RF	cooler	

Plasma	
Trap	1+	Source	

Target	

CS	beam	

Other	than	the	first	physics	case	of	7Be,	other	radionuclides	to	be	produced	on-line	include:	
	
-  8B	(for	inves6ga6ng	the	β+2α	decay	–	solar	neutrino	problem)	
-  CNO	cycle,	13N,	15O	and	17F	decaying	β+	
	

Towards the PANDORA’s TDR 
On-line production of radionuclides 
at LNS with the upgraded Cyclotron 
 

Targets	of	BN	and/or	C	will	be	designed		
and	irradiated	by	high	intensity	C,	O	and	Ne	beams	
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Charge Breeding modeling  
Ballistics studies 

 

Agreement theor.-exp. for Na and Rb beams

Na1+

Rb1+

36
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Charge	Breeding	efficiency	versus	
the	emi4ance	

Charge	Breeding	efficiency	versus	
the	energy	spread	

Numerical	Results	suggest	a	RF-Beam	Cooler	is	needed!!	

Charge Breeding modeling  
Ballistics studies 

 

Numerical and Experimental results suggest RF cooler is needed!
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SpectroPolarimetry	for	C.S.D.	on-line	measurements	
	

UPGRADE	of	SARG	for	
allowing	3D	plasma	
tomography	is	needed!!	

Already	available	

Already	available	

Optical Emission Spectroscopy is already widely used 
worldwide to measure plasma density and temperature… 

BUT… 

The effect of the magnetic field is rarely taken into 
account. It may affect in a relevant way line-ratios, etc. 

——> SPECTROPOLARIMETRY is needed! 

Collaboration with Cambridge Univ. and University of 
Michigan started to integrate astrophysical databases to 
ECR plasmas 
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Starting a new synergy with 
Astronomy/Astrophysics!!!

SARG has been transfered to 
LNS from T.N.G. in La Palma, 

Canary Islands

SpectroPolarimetry	for	C.S.D.	on-line	measure	
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SARG@TNG, Canary 
Islands, has been 
one of the most 
powerful 
spectropolarimetry 
for the observation 
of magnetized 
stars’ atmospheres 
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SARG@LNS, February 2018 —> Now in the 
installation phase 
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SpectroPolarimetry	for	C.S.D.	on-line	measurements	
	

UPGRADE	of	SARG	for	
allowing	3D	plasma	
tomography	is	needed!!	

Already	available	

Already	available	
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PANDORA’s		fall-out	for	
Cosmic	Magnetic	Fields	

Building	In-laboratory	DATABASE	of	Landé	factors		

Since	George	Ellery	Hale	
(1908)	

we	measure	LS-coupling	
magnetic	fields	



X"ray&imaging&can&be&performed&with&a&pin"hole&
camera&technique&&
The&pin"hole&is&mounted&between&the&plasma&and&
a&X"ray&sensi:ve&CCD&camera&having&1024x1024&
pixels&in&the&0.5"15&keV&energy&domain&

X"ray&sensi:ve&CCD&"&camera&

SC	-	Coils		

Spectoipolarimeters	

Hexapole	

X-ray	pin-hole	
camera	

VESPRI	
InterferoPolarimetry	

PANDORA	Mul$-Diagnos$cs	approach	
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PANDORA’s challenges: summary

DIAGNOSTICS: almost done for measuring plasma parameters in 
any spectral domain

BUT…
more space is needed! Let’s think about new traps/
new plasma chambers

RARE ISOTOPES INJECTION: on line production + charge 
breeding

BUT…
for heavy elements (Cosmochronometers) new 
techniques are welcome!!

SUPPRESSION OF PLASMA TURBULENCE: experiments are 
ongoing

BUT…
more efforts are needed, and they are of relevance 
even for routine ECRIS operations.
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Thank you very mych for your 
attention!! 

NB: 
PANDORA is a new experimental 

approach: comments, ideas, remarks, 
corrections… are warmly welcome!!


